Standard features
and benefits

Compact Design

ViO26-6 allows the Yanmar operators to work
with peace of mind, especially in urban
environments where the space is very
restricted. Being a zero tail swing machine
means greater safety for operator and the
surroundings as well as improved visibility.

Improved Undercarriage Design

A new X-shape design of the undercarriage
gives the ViO26-6 better resistance to torsion.
Whilst mud is prevented from building up in
the undercarriage thanks to new inclined
tanks, which divert mud and dirt away. Not
only does tis increase stability but also
increases reliability.

Flow Sharing

Excellent Forces

The ViO26-6 is equipped with a “Flow Sharing”
hydraulic system. Comprising a variable-flow
piston pump (with max flow rate of 75 l/min)
with a load signalling and flow sharing
distributor. Each section of the distributor has a
pressure balance that delivers flow
proportional to the operator's demand.
Easy to Transport

The ViO26-6 offers exceptional performance
for a machine in its class. Its digging depth of
2490 mm and its digging forces (bucket) of
24.5 kN and digging forces (arm) of 14.5 kN
allow it to work quickly and efficiently even
under the most severe conditions.

The compact design of the lower frame and
transport weight of 2590 kg means
transportation of the ViO26-6 is simple.
This is helped by enlarged and reinforced tie
down points, meeting ERA standards.

Improved Maintenance Access

Not only has the maintenance access hoods
increased in number and size, they also now
open to the side, rather than straight up. This
allows service engineers to work stood upright
rather than hunched over like before. This will
reduce machine service duration.

3rd Circuit as Standard

An auxiliary line with on/off control allows a
large number of accessories to be used, such as
a breaker or an auger. Options such as
proportional control of the 3rd circuit and use
of a potentiometer are available for greater
usage flexibility and increased versatility.

High Safety Levels

Not only is the cab fully ROPS, FOPS & TOPS
standard there are several other key safety
features. These include; more handrails, anti
slip footsteps, LED working light, automatic
interior cab light when door opens

Improved Instruments

Reliable Yanmar Engine

The ViO26-6 is much more user friendly. The
travel pedals have been made larger, there is
new style Yanmar seat, the 2nd speed is now
located on the blade lever not the floor and the
accelerator throttle is now on the right hand
side. All of these increase operator comfort.

Latest version of Yanmar TNV engines: 3cylinder electronic control and direct injection
engine built for best performance, reduced fuel
consumption and lower emissions.

Improved Travel Speed

This machine has a travel speed ranging
between 2.6-4 km/h, which is faster than the
ViO25.
Not only does this improve travel performance
but also facilitates quicker cycle times.
Ultimately saving time and money.

Upgraded Powerline

Upgrading of the powerline components
(engine, hydraulic pump and control valve) will
give users higher performance levels. Making
heavy duty jobs in confined areas a much
simpler task. Also making the digger more
efficient on all jobs.

Full Cylinder Protection

All of the key parts have superior protection
fitted as standard. The cylinder rods are
protected by spring steel plates, with the boom
cylinder being shielded by a reinforced conical
plate. This gives the best protection on the
market and minimises service time.

Digital Display Screen

This interface provides the user with useful
information such as; fuel consumption and
coolant temperature. It also displays details on
service intervals and acts as a diagnostic tool.
For example any error codes and information
are displayed here.

Improved Yanmar Cab

Yanmar VIPPS Concept

Yanmar have re designed their cabs, keeping
the operator at the centre of its focus. The
Universal Design concept was developed to
improve comfort and productivity. Offering
more legroom improves operator comfort and
safety. The controls and joysticks are placed
ergonomically so that they are easily accessible.

This technology is unique to the Yanmar brand,
with the hydraulic circuitry design and load
sensing pumps offering increased performance
when utilising the boom, arm bucket and swing
features. Key aspects to this improved
performance include stability and lifting

